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ABSTRACT: Self-diffusion coefficients (D) of DNA molecules of varying length and concentration were measured
by tracking the Brownian motion of individual fluorescently labeled tracer molecules. Four possible cases were
examined: linear tracer molecules surrounded by linear molecules (L-L), circular tracers surrounded by linears
(C-L), linear tracers surrounded by circles (L-C), and circles surrounded by circles (C-C). With 6 and 11
kilobasepair (kbp) DNAD was largely insensitive to topology and varied consistent with Rouse scaling
(D ∼ L-1C-0.5). In contrast, with 25 and 45 kbp DNA topology had a strong influence. At 1 mg/mL we found
DC-C > DL-C . DL-L . DC-L. In theL-L, L-C, andC-C cases a crossover from scaling consistent with the
Rouse model to scaling consistent with the reptation model (D ∼ L-2C-1.75) was observed at∼6 times the molecular
overlap concentration. In contrast,DC-L decreased much more steeply with concentration, indicating that a process
much slower than reptation governs that case.

Introduction

The physical behavior of entangled polymer solutions has
been the subject of a plethora of theoretical and experimental
studies. Entangled linear polymer solutions have been thor-
oughly investigated,1 and molecular diffusion and linear vis-
coelastic response in such systems have been found to be well
described by the reptation model of deGennes2 and Doi and
Edwards.3 The key assumption of this model is that on short
time scales any given “tracer” molecule is confined by entangle-
ments with the surrounding “matrix” molecules to move within
a tubelike region parallel to its own contour. Such tubelike
motion has been directly imaged by fluorescence microscopy.4,5

In this regime, the predicted3 scaling of the self-diffusion
coefficient (D) with molecular length (L) and concentration (C)
in good solvent conditions isD ∼ L-2C-1.75. Below a certain
concentration (Ce) or length (Le) (but above the molecular
overlap concentration, calculated asC* = (4/3)πM/NARG

3 where
M is molecular weight,NA is Avogadro’s number, andRG is
the radius of gyration3) entanglement effects should no longer
dominate, andD is expected to follow the predictions of the
Rouse model,3,6 D ∼ L-1C-0.5. Below C*, the Rouse model is
no longer valid because hydrodynamic interactions become
important, andD is predicted by the Zimm model to be
independent ofC and to scale asD ∼ L-0.588.

While the predicted scaling laws for both the Rouse and
reptation regimes have been confirmed for linear polymers,7,8

fewer studies have examined the crossover region. Most have
used polymer melts, where the concentration is not variable, to
achieve high degrees of entanglement. Further, there is no clear
consensus on the molecular length scales and concentrations
over which this shift from the Rouse to the reptation regime
occurs,9,10 and no reliable way to calculateLe and Ce on the
basis of molecular theory has been proposed.

Circular polymers (also referred to as cyclic or ring polymers)
have been the subject of far fewer studies. As they have no
ends by which to escape tubelike constraints, they seemingly
could not undergo normal reptation and are thus an intriguing
case. Furthermore, DNA is naturally found in both linear and
circular forms, making this a case of practical interest. Constraint

release, the shifting of the matrix chains constraining the tracer
chain motion, has been predicted to play an important role in
circular polymer diffusion, especially when the chains forming
the entanglements are linear.11 Klein proposed three possible
conformations for circular tracers in melts of linear polymers
(C-L melts): (A) the circle is pinned or threaded by the
surrounding chains, (B) it is unpinned but ramified (large loops
are present), or (C) it is unpinned and linear (no large loops).11

The probability of (B) and (C) to occur was predicted to be an
exponentially decaying function of tracer chain length, and the
process by which (C) diffuses is predicted to be similar to that
for reptation of a linear chain of lengthL/2. Disregarding case
(B), which would have a lower self-diffusion coefficient than
(C), the predicted contribution from the unpinned cases for a
circular tracer chain isDU ∼ Drep(L/2)e-âL, whereâ is a constant.
Reptation is not possible in case (A), and the proposed
mechanism is constraint release.

Graessley predicted that a polymer diffusing by constraint
release would obeyDCR ∼ L-1Lm

-3, whereL is the tracer chain
length andLm is the length of the matrix chains.12 Klein modified
this prediction, suggestingDCR ∼ L-1Lm

-5/2, and further
predicted the net self-diffusion coefficient for theC-L case to
be DC-L ) DU + DCR. For small tracer chains the probability
for (A) to occur was predicted to be extremely low, such that
DC-L ∼ DU. As L is increased,DCR is predicted to dominate.
In addition, Mills considered a circle threaded only once by a
linear chain,13 predictingDP1 ∼ L-1Lm

-1 for this confirmation.
TheL-C andC-C cases were not addressed in these theories,
although Klein conjectured that constraint release would be
negligible in theC-C case and that reptation would dominate
even at long chain lengths.11 What molecular geometries would
allow for such behavior is unclear.

Several simulations ofC-C and L-L polymer melts have
been carried out andD ∼ L-ν was reported withν ranging from
0.9 to 2, consistent with Rouse and reptation predictions. Three
studies predictedDC-C > DL-L for all lengths examined,14-16

whereas one predicted a crossover fromDC-C < DL-L to DC-C

> DL-L above a certain length.17,18 One study also predicted
thatLe would be∼2-5 times higher for theC-C case than for
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the L-L case.15 However, no theories are available for direct
comparison, as none have considered the concentration depen-
dence ofD for solutions of circular polymers or combinations
of circular and linear polymers.

The majority of previous experiments with circular polymers
comparedDC-C to DL-L for polymer melts. In disagreement with
the simulations, three experimental studies foundDL-L > DC-C

for all lengths examined,19-21 and two reported thatLe was
roughly the same forL-L andC-C.22,23Scaling exponents of
ν ) 1-2.34 were reported.

Three experimental studies have examinedC-L melts. One
reportedDC-L ∼ L-0.83, concluding that the length range used
was too low to study entanglement effects.21 A second found
DC-C = DC-L, with values in accord with theL-L case,
concluding that both systems diffused by reptation.24 Threading
or pinning of the tracer was thought to be unlikely in theC-L
case with the short length used. The third study foundDC-L >
DL-L crossing over toDL-L > DC-L asL was increased.13 These
DC-L values lie between those predicted by reptation and
constraint release models. For the longest matrix lengthDC-L

∼ L-3.2Lm
-R, with R ranging from 0 to 1.6, was reported, in

contradiction with the prediction ofDCR ∼ L-1Lm
-3 for simple

constraint release12 but in accord with the once-threaded circle
model.13

Only one experimental study has compared theL-C andL-L
cases, findingDL-C = DL-L for all lengths studied, in qualitative
accord with the predicted result for a linear tracer undergoing
reptation and constraint release in a linear matrix.24 Also, only
one experimental study investigated concentration dependence
with circular polymer solutions,25 finding a similar trend for
C-C andL-L, but withDC-C > DL-L. Although a good solvent
was used in this experiment,DC-C ∼ DL-L ∼ C-3.0 was
unexpectedly observed, which is the scaling predicted for aΘ
solvent (vsDL-L ∼ C-1.75 for good solvents).

DNA, in addition to being of specific interest in biophysics,
is an excellent model system for studying polymer physics.26-28

Recent measurements have shown that the rheological behavior
of DNA is strikingly similar to that of synthetic polymers.28,29

Homogeneous samples can be produced by DNA replication,30

and both linear and relaxed circular forms can be prepared.30,31

Fluorescence video microscopy enables direct visualization of
single polymer dynamics.4,27,28Previously, we studied four linear
DNA constructs with a length range 6.6-48.5 kilobasepairs
(kbp) diffusing in solutions of linearλ-DNA (48.5 kbp).5 Results
with 48.5 or 23.1 kbp tracer molecules were consistent withD
∼ C-1.75 for concentrations of 0.5-0.8 mg/mL. At 0.63 mg/
mL D ∼ L-1.8(0.1 was found.

Here, we comprehensively examine how the self-diffusion
coefficient of a tracer DNA molecule depends on concentration,
length, and topology of both the tracer chain and the matrix
chains. For the first time we examine all four possible
topological cases:L-L, C-L, C-C, andC-L. For each case
four different DNA lengths and 10 different concentrations were
studied, chosen to span the range from semidilute to concen-
trated (entangled) regimes.D values in the dilute limit for these
molecules were reported previously.31

Materials and Methods

Double-stranded DNA molecules of 5.9, 11.1, 25, and 45 kbp
(∼39-300 persistence lengths, also see Table 1 in the Supporting
Information) were prepared by replication of cloned plasmid and
fosmid constructs inEscherichia coli, as described previously.30

The restriction enzymes BamHI and ApaI were used to prepare
the linear form, and Topoisomerase I was used to prepare the
relaxed circular form.31 Tracer molecules were labeled with

YOYO-I (Molecular Probes) (dye molecule to base pair ratio of
1:6) and imaged with a custom-built epiflourescence microscope,
as described previously.30,31The samples were mixed with unstained
DNA in an aqueous buffer solution (10 mM Tris-HCl (pH 8),
1 mM EDTA, 10 mM NaCl) by slowly pipetting∼20 times with
a wide-bore tip, which has been shown to yield a homogeneous
solution.29 Oxygen scavenging and antioxidant reagents (4% (v/v)
â-mercaptoethanol, 30% (w/v) glucose, 10µg/mL glucose oxidase,
and 120µg/mL catalase) were added to reduce photobleaching.
Diffusion coefficients (D) were determined by tracking of Brownian
motion, over a length scale of∼2-10RG, as described previ-
ously.5,31,33Briefly, the center-of-mass (x, y) coordinates of>1000
paths of>20 different molecules were tracked, and the Einstein
relationship〈x2〉 ) 〈y2〉 ) 2Dt was used to determine the diffusion
coefficient.

Results

Concentration Dependence.The measured dependences of
D on concentration are shown in Figures 1 and 2. First we
compare the cases with circular matrix molecules.DC-C > DL-C

Figure 1. Self-diffusion rates vs concentration plotted for each of the
four molecular lengths. The diffusion coefficients (D) at each concen-
tration are normalized by the values in the limit of zero concentration
(D0). The different point styles indicate the four different topological
cases: circular molecules in a circular matrix (C-C) (open circles),
linear molecules in a circular matrix (L-C) (open triangles), circular
molecules in a linear matrix (C-L) (filled triangles), and linear
molecules in a linear matrix (L-L) (filled squares). The dotted lines
indicate the scaling lawsD ∼ C-b predicted by the Rouse (b ) 0.5)
and reptation (b ) 1.75) models for linear molecules.
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was observed for all concentrations and lengths. These two cases
have not been directly compared in any previous study with
any type of polymer. When theD values were normalized by
their corresponding values at infinite dilution,31 they ap-
proximately collapsed onto a single curve. With the shortest
length (5.9 kbp)D ∼ C-b was observed, withbC-C ) 0.60(
0.04 andbL-C ) 0.56 ( 0.04, only slightly higher thanb )
0.5 predicted by the Rouse model. With the three longer
moleculesb = 0.5 was observed at low concentration, but a
significant increase inb was noted starting at∼0.7, 0.5, and
∼0.3 mg/mL forL ) 11.1, 25, and 45 kbp, respectively. The
predictionb ) 1.75 of the reptation model is approximately
(tangentially) reached at∼0.9, ∼0.7, and 0.4 mg/mL forL )
11.1, 25, and 45 kbp, respectively, with both tracer topologies,
indicating the onset of entanglement. Thus,Ce decreases with
increasingL in both cases. Present theories have not considered
these cases, so no comparison with theory is possible. We note
that our finding differs from the aforementioned finding by
pulsed-gradient NMR ofDC-C ∼ DL-L ∼ C-3.0 for poly(ethylene
oxide) solutions.25

Next we compare the cases where the matrix molecules are
linear (Figures 1 and 2). While the trends in theL-L andC-L
cases were similar to those observed in theL-C andC-C cases
with 5.9 and 11.1 kbp molecules, dramatically different behavior
was observed with the 25 and 45 kbp molecules. We observed
a crossover fromDC-L > DL-L to DL-L > DC-L at a concentra-
tion of ∼4C*. DL-L reachedb = 1.75 at roughly the same
concentration asDL-C andDC-C, leading to the relationshipCe

= 6C* for theC-C, L-C, andL-L systems. The finding that
Ce is independent of topology is in qualitative accord with the
topology-independentLe found in rheology measurements on
L-L andC-C polysterene and poly(dimethylsiloxane) melts.22,23

Our results illustrate that the topologies of both the tracer
and matrix molecules can have a strong effect on diffusion.
At 1 mg/mL DC-L was ∼10-fold smaller thanDL-L and
∼100-fold smaller thanDC-C. Our findings are qualitatively
consistent with Klein’s prediction forC-L melts that as the
entanglement density is increased, constraint release, which is
a much slower mode of diffusion than reptation, would
dominate. Our findings are also consistent with Klein’s con-
jecture that constraint release would be negligible forC-C melts
and that reptation is the dominant mechanism. We note that
circular polymers cannot diffuse by conventional reptation as
they have no ends. However, in Klein’s model (conformation
(C)) the circles were envisioned to adopt a collapsed form with
the two antiparallel halves of the circle lying tangent to each
other, and the reptation was envisioned to be analogous to that
of a linear polymer of half the length. Our result ofDC-C >
DL-L agrees qualitatively with the findings of the studies of poly-
(ethylene oxide) solutions by pulsed-gradient NMR.25 However,
we find thatDC-C/DL-L increases from∼2 to∼10 as the scaling
changes from Rouse-like to reptation-like, while this ratio was
found to have a constant value of∼1.5 in the NMR studies.
One possible explanation for this discrepancy could be the
difference in the relative concentrations examined. This NMR
study probed concentrations up to∼6C* while our highest
concentration was∼12C* for the 45 kbp molecule.

Length Dependence.The length dependences are shown in
Figure 3. At low concentrations we findDC-C > DC-L > DL-C

> DL-L for all lengths. As the concentration was increased, this
relationship shifted toDC-C > DL-C > DL-L > DC-L at ∼4C*
with the 25 and 45 kbp molecules. This is in agreement with
the predictionDC-C > DL-L of three Monte Carlo simulation
studies14-16 but in disagreement with one Monte Carlo study

and findings on alkanes and PDMS by pulsed-gradient spin-
echo NMR.17,19-21 While our results can be compared to and
are in partial agreement with these NMR studies, it is important
to note that there are key differences between these studies and
ours. First, they examined melts with no solvent, in contrast to
our study where the volume fraction of DNA in solution is
∼10-3. Further we examine different diffusion lengths. In the
previous studies, the length scale of diffusion during the duration
of the experiments ranged from∼4 to∼1000 times the contour
lengths of the polymers used. This length scale decreased as
the molecular length increased as the larger polymers diffused
much more slowly. Here, the diffusion lengths ranged from
∼2 times the contour length (∼10RG) for the 6 kbp molecule
to ∼1/10 the contour length (∼2RG) for the 45 kbp molecule.

Here, in all cases the two shorter constructs showed a scaling
exponent between∼0.5 and 1, showing that these solutions were
in the dilute to semidilute regimes (predicted exponents of 0.588
and 1, respectively). This behavior is similar to that found by
NMR in the C-C and C-L cases (νC-C = 1 and νC-L

=0.83).19-21 Scaling exponents with the 25 and 45 kbp
molecules, in contrast, ranged from<1 to∼2 at high concentra-
tions for all the topological cases. Similar behavior was reported
previously forC-C andL-L melts in three simulation studies

Figure 2. Self-diffusion rates vs concentration plotted for each of the
four topological cases. These data are from the same set of measure-
ments as in Figure 1. The different point styles indicate the four different
construct lengths: 5.9 kbp (open squares), 11.1 kbp (filled circles),
25 kbp (open hexagons), and 45 kbp (filled diamonds). The solid
lines are power law fits to the 5.9 kbp data giving scaling exponents
of bC-C ) 0.60( 0.04,bL-C ) 0.56( 0.04,bL-L ) 0.61( 0.06, and
bC-L ) 0.63 ( 0.05. The dotted lines are as in Figure 1.
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and one of the NMR studies.14,16,17,21 A shift from Rouse
(ν = 1) to reptation (ν = 2) scaling with these two constructs
occurred at∼0.6 mg/mL with the circular solutions and earlier
with the linear solutions (∼0.3 mg/mL forC-L and∼0.4 mg/
mL for L-L). This finding was quite unexpected for theC-L
system. Constraint release is the only presently existing theory
that can explain our finding of strongly hinderedC-L diffusion,
yetD ∼ L-4 predicted for constraint release12 was not observed.
Instead, the scaling was close to that predicted for reptation (D
∼ L-2). This result agrees qualitatively with predictions for
relaxed circular DNA diffusing in a gel,34 in which DNA was
proposed to move around obstacles via finger-shaped loops (akin
to the unpinned configurations in Klein’s model). However, this
agreement is perhaps only fortuitous as this model neglected
pinned configurations, which would presumably be important
in an entangled polymer solution.

Our results suggest that either the predicted scaling ofD with
L for constraint release is inaccurate or that a different diffusive
process slower than reptation may be operating. Our finding of
length scaling forDC-C, DC-L, and DL-C consistent with
reptation is consistent with previous findings of studies of
polystyrene by forward recoil spectrometry,24 but their findings
of DC-C = DC-L andDL-C = DL-L, differ from ours. Our finding
of DL-L > DC-L is qualitatively consistent with one study of
polystyrene by forward recoil spectrometry,13 but a higher
scaling exponent (ν ) 3.2-4.8) for DC-L was found in that
study. While similar scaling ofD with L was found for all
topological cases, there was a dramatic difference in the
magnitudes ofD. While the 45 kbp DNA diffused∼4 times
slower than the 5.9 kbp DNA at 0.1 mg/mL in both theC-C
andC-L cases, it diffused∼20 times slower at 1.0 mg/mL in

the C-C case vs∼1000 times slower in theC-L case. This
finding was surprising, as the only previous experiment to
compareC-C andC-L (in melts) had foundDC-C = DC-L.24

Direct comparisons with previous studies of synthetic polymer
melts may also be complicated by inherent physical differences
between different types of synthetic polymers as well as DNA.
In certain situations, a concentration or molecular weight
dependent monomeric friction coefficient is thought to contribute
to the diffusion coefficient, in addition to Rouse, reptation, and
constraint release dynamics. In particular, chain-end free volume
effects can lead to a monomeric friction coefficient dependent
on molecular length for certain linear chains. However, such
chain-end effects have only been found to contribute signifi-
cantly to diffusion for relatively short, rigid chains,23 whereas
they have been found to be negligible for poly(ethylene oxide)25

and PDMS chains aboveN = 14 (whereN is the number of
bonds).23 Thus, our results for DNA of∼40-300 persistence
lengths are not expected to be affected by such effects. Further,
previous studies have shown that long DNA behave as semi-
flexible polymers, and thus free volume contributions should
be negligible.19,31,35Circular polymers are not subject to chain-
end effects, as they have no ends, but packing density effects
can increase their diffusion rates in certain cases. In particular,
small (low molecular weight) rings are likely to form flat
disklike structures that can pack more efficiently than the
ellipsoid configurations of larger rings and linear chains.23

However, this effect has been shown23 to be negligible for large
rings (N > 20) such as those studied in our experiments.

Conclusions

We have shown that molecular topology can have an
extremely strong effect on the diffusion of entangled polymers.
This is the first study to systematically examine the four possible
topological combinations with linear and circular molecules.
Strong effects of topology were only apparent above a certain
length and concentration. With the 5.9 and 11.1 kbp molecules
the results were largely insensitive to topology. We observed
concentration scaling exponents of∼0.5 over most of the
concentration range, only approaching 1.75 at the highest
concentrations.D ∼ L-1 scaling was evident over most of the
length range. Our interpretation is that the 5.9 and 11.1 kbp
molecules have lengths below the threshold for strong entangle-
ment effects. With the 25 and 45 kbp DNA the normalizedD
values in theL-C and C-C cases fall approximately on the
same curve, indicating that tracer topology has little effect in
solutions of circular polymers. Both cases exhibit scaling close
to that predicted by reptation (D ∼ C-1.75, D ∼ L-2), supporting
the conjecture that constraint release is negligible when the
matrix is circular.11 Because circular molecules are more
compact than linear molecules, it has been argued that circles
would form entanglements less effectively.14 However, while
we foundDL-L , DL-C, the concentration thresholdCe appeared
to be insensitive to topology. In the linear DNA solutions the
tracer topology played a critical role. WhileDC-L and DL-L

behaved similarly at low concentration,DC-L decreased dra-
matically, starting at∼4C*. Thus, a mechanism much slower
than reptation must be operating in theC-L case. Constraint
release is the only model presently available to explain such
slow diffusion; however, the measured scaling ofD with L is
weaker than that predicted for constraint release.
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Figure 3. Self-diffusion coefficients vs DNA length plotted for three
different concentrations. These data are also from the same set of
measurements as in Figure 1. The different point styles indicate the
four different topological cases:C-C (open circles),L-C (open
triangles),L-L (filled squares), andC-L (filled triangles). The dotted
lines indicate the scaling lawsD ∼ L-ν predicted by the Rouse (ν ) 1)
and reptation (ν ) 2) models for linear molecules.
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Supporting Information Available: Table of contour lengths,
number of persistence lengths, radii of gyration, and overlap
concentrations for linear and relaxed circular DNA molecules.
This material is available free of charge via the Internet at
http://pubs.acs.org.
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